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Modern applications of quantum control in quantum information science and technology require the precise
characterization of quantum states and quantum channels. In particular, high-performance quantum state en-
gineering often demands that quantum states are transferred with optimal efficiency via realizable controlled
evolution, the latter often modeled by quantum channels. When an appropriate quantum control model for an
interested system is constructed, the exploration of optimal bounds on state transfer for the underlying quantum
channel is then an important task. In this work, we analyze the state transfer efficiency problem for different
class of quantum channels, including unitary, mixed unitary and Markovian. We then apply the theory to nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments. We show that two most commonly used control techniques in NMR,
namely gradient field control and phase cycling, can be described by mixed unitary channels. Then we show that
employing mixed unitary channels does not extend the unitarily accessible region of states. Also, we present a
strategy of optimal experiment design, which incorporates coherent radio-frequency field control, gradient field
control and phase cycling, aiming at maximizing state transfer efficiency and meanwhile minimizing the number
of experiments required. Finally, we perform pseudopure state preparation experiments on two- and three-spin
systems, in order to test the bound theory and to demonstrate the usefulness of non-unitary control means.
PACS numbers: 03.67.Lx,76.60.-k,03.65.Yz
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen the extensive use of control theory
in the active manipulation of quantum systems [1, 2]. The
subject of quantum control has proved an immensely produc-
tive area of research, with an ever growing number of ap-
plications ranging from quantum chemistry [3–5], quantum
thermodynamics [6–8], quantum metrology [9, 10] to quan-
tum computing [11]. A fundamental goal in quantum control
is to provide practical control methods that can utilize avail-
able control means and can be robust to noisy environments.
To this end, a variety of quantum control models have been
studied and a great many quantum control techniques have
been put forward [12]. These include quantum optimal con-
trol [13, 14], coherent control of dissipative systems [15–18],
state engineering via quantum measurements [19, 20], closed-
loop control [21–24], etc. In all these studies, attempts were
made to establish mathematical modeling of systems and con-
trols, and formulate quantum control problems formally.
Quantum control is realized through the application of an
external action to the system. Often such an external action
is implemented via a suitable tailored coherent control field.
There are fundamental bounds on the coherent transforma-
tions of density operators in Liouville space, associated with
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the fact that unitary transformations should conserve eigen-
values. With non-unitary operations, however, other regions
of operators in Liouville space are reachable. Incoherent form
of action on the system could be induced in a number of ways,
e.g., reservoir engineering [25, 26] or measurement-driven
quantum evolution [20, 27]. It is then interesting to ask what
the bounds of state transfer would be like when a certain in-
coherent control strategy is chosen.
To address the above reachability problem, it is desirable to
use the mathematical machinery of quantum channels. Quan-
tum channels capture in most general terms the input-output
relations of quantum devices, covering various kinds of effects
[28]. They are used to describe a broad class of transforma-
tions that a quantum system can undergo. A channel Eˆ is, by
definition, a completely positive trace-preserving map, acting
on a physical system at state ρ to get a new state Eˆ(ρ). Let S
denote a set of quantum channels composed of a certain type
of transformations. Some common examples of S are unitary
channels, mixed unitary channels and unital channels. Now
the problem of determining bounds of state transfer under S
can be stated formally as such: for an initial state ρ and a tar-
get traceless Hermitian operator σ, to optimize
max
Eˆ∈S
D
(
Eˆ(ρ), σ
)
=
Tr
(
Eˆ(ρ)σ
)
Tr (σ2)
, (1)
where the function D measures how much component of the
desired operator σ is there in Eˆ(ρ) that has been attained.
Bound of state transfer under unitary channels was established
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2in Refs. [29, 30] as the known universal bound on spin dy-
namics. The theory then proved to be of great assistance in the
design of experimental control sequences [31–36]. Recently,
bounds on functions of quantum states under more general
quantum channels have also been analyzed theoretically [37].
Following this line of research, the present paper aims to
applying the general theoretical framework of optimal bounds
of state transfer under quantum channels to nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) quantum state engineering experiments.
Our study is centered around the question that, what is the
maximum efficiency for the transfer between two spin states
and how is this accomplished using experimentally available
control fields. In NMR, besides of coherent radio-frequency
control, incoherent effects are usually induced through two
common techniques, namely gradient field and phase cycling.
We model the latter two as mixed unitary channels. In so do-
ing, we then draw a conclusion that, gradient field control and
phase cycling can never enhance transfer efficiency, due to
that mixed unitary channels can not extend the convertible re-
gion beyond coherent controls. We show that this property fa-
cilitates optimal experimental design for state transfer under
mixed unitary channels. On the other hand, it may be possible
that coherently controlled relaxation channels can surpass the
unitary bounds. To see this, we experimentally investigate the
problem of pseudopure state (PPS) preparation on a two-spin
NMR system [38–40]. To create PPS with polarization as high
as possible is of importance for quantum computing tasks. We
compare experimental results obtained by relaxation-assisted
preparation methods, including periodic control proposed in
Ref. [18] and line-selective saturation proposed here, with that
by conventional methods that employ gradient field or phase
cycling, and find that higher magnitude of PPS can be reached
if relaxation effects are properly utilized. We also perform
labelled-PPS preparation experiments to demonstrate our op-
timal state transfer strategy under mixed unitary channels.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II,
we describe the general framework of theoretical bounds on
state transfer under quantum channels. In Sec. III, we present
quantum control models that are routine in NMR control sys-
tem. Of particular concerns are the characterization of differ-
ent kinds of available control means. To be concrete, coher-
ent, incoherent and learning control models are established,
thus setting a foundation for a thorough investigation of NMR
state preparation problem. Sec. IV is devoted to various PPS
preparing methods. Experimental results on a concrete two-
spin system are given for making control performance com-
parisons among the preparation methods. In Sec. V, we apply
the optimal bound theory to the task of labelled-PPS prepara-
tion, and experimentally demonstrate a concrete example with
a three-spin NMR system. Last, conclusions and prospective
views are given in Sec. VI.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
In a quantum control experiment, one has to consider two
important questions, that is, analysis of controllability and
synthesis of controls. When the goal is to realize a certain de-
sired state, it is worthwhile to check first whether this state is
reachable at all, before starting to search for controls that lead
to the target. A physically reasonable transform of a quan-
tum state is normally modeled as a quantum channel Eˆ . Most
generally, Eˆ admits an operator-sum representation, but here
we restrict our considerations on the class of unitary chan-
nels, mixed unitary channels and Markovian channels. In the
following, we set up the necessary theoretical machinery to
tackle the problem of optimal bounds on state transfer.
A. Optimal bounds under unitary channels
Consider state transfer via unitary engineering in an N -
dimensional state space. Since a unitary operation preserves
the identity operator, thus it suffices to consider the transfer
between the traceless part of the states. Now, we use the trace-
less Hermitian operator ρ to refer to the initial state. The goal
is that the final state contains as much of σ as possible. The
transfer can be described by a unitary transformation U giving
UρU† = ησ + ς, Tr
(
σ†ς
)
= 0, (2)
here, ς is a residual operator orthogonal to σ and vanishes only
when ρ and σ have the same eigenvalue spectra. The coeffi-
cient η, referred to as the state transfer efficiency, measures
the quality of U in realizing the state transfer. To exploit its
theoretical limit, Sørensen introduced the concept of universal
bound on spin dynamics [29, 30], according to which,
λρ↑ · λσ↓/λσ↓ · λσ↓ ≤ η ≤ λρ↓ · λσ↓/λσ↓ · λσ↓ , (3)
here λρ↑ and λ
ρ
↓ are vectors containing the eigenvalues of the
operator ρ, arranged in ascending and descending order re-
spectively, and similarly for λσ↑ and λ
σ
↓ .
The derivation is very neat, which we briefly present as
follows. According to majorization theory (Ref. [41], The-
orem 4.3.49), the vector of main diagonal entries of UρU†
must be majorized by λρ, and thus can be written as a con-
vex combination of all permutations of the eigenvalues of ρ:
d(UρU†) =
∑N !
k=1 µkPkλ
ρ, here µk ≥ 0,
∑N !
k=1 µk = 1 and
{Pk}N !k=1 is the group of permutation matrices. Without loss
of generality, we assume σ to be diagonal. Then, one has
η =
Tr
(
UρU†σ
)
Tr(σ2)
=
d(UρU†) · λσ
Tr(σ2)
=
N !∑
k=1
µk
(Pkλ
ρ) · λσ
Tr(σ2)
.
By rearrangement inequality, there is, for any k, λρ↑ · λσ↓ ≤
(Pkλ
ρ) · λσ ≤ λρ↓ · λσ↓ . This gives Eq. (3).
These results can be comprehended from a geometrical
point of view. The set of all spectra majorized by λρ forms
a permutation polytope called permutohedron; see Fig. 1 for
examples. More precisely, let λρ = (λρ1, ..., λ
ρ
N ), the per-
mutohedron PN (λρ) is the convex polytope in RN defined
as the convex hull of all vectors obtained from (λρ1, ..., λ
ρ
N )
by permutations of the coordinates. Due to the normalization
requirement Tr ρ = 1, this polytope lies in the hyperplane
{(x1, ..., xN )|x1 + · · ·+ xN = 1} ⊂ RN . Thus PN has the
3(a) (b)
(c)
O O
O
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FIG. 1. For anN -dimensional density operator ρ, its universal bound
on spin dynamics is geometrically a permutohedron of orderN . Here
shows the first examples of permutohedrons: (a) N = 2 (line seg-
ment); (b) N = 3 (hexagon); (c) N = 4 (truncated octahedron).
The center point O denotes the maximally mixed state 1/N , here 1
means the identity operator. If some of the eigenvalues of ρ are equal
to each other, then the corresponding permutohedron degenerates.
dimension at mostN−1. For example, forN = 3 and distinct
λρ1, λ
ρ
2, λ
ρ
3, the permutohedron P3(λρ1, λρ2, λρ3) is the hexagon;
if some of them are equal to each other then the permutohe-
dron degenerates into a triangle, or even a single point.
B. Optimal bounds under mixed unitary channels
Now, we turn to a specific type of non-unitary quantum
channel, named as mixed unitary operation, or random uni-
tary operation. A mixed unitary channel Eˆ admits a Kraus
representation [42] as
Eˆ(ρ) =
K∑
k=1
µkUkρU
†
k , (4)
in which the scalars µk form a probability distribution, i.e.,
they are non-negative and add up to 1. One physical moti-
vation of studying such channels is the desire to model the
ρ
U1
µ1
U2
µ2
...
UK
µK
Σµ Eˆ(ρ)
FIG. 2. The statistical average of a series of unitary transform exper-
iments gives a mixed quantum channel Eˆ . Here µk is the weight or
probability of applying Uk.
effects of classical error mechanisms present in the prepara-
tion and processing of quantum states. For example, when a
classical parametric uncertainty error occurs in a state engi-
neering experiment, then the resulting operation will not be
described by a particular unitary, but rather by a mixture of
such unitaries; the mathematical description of such a mixture
is effectively a random unitary map.
Mixed unitary channels may also refer to the scenario
where the experiment is designated as the weighted superpo-
sition of several unitary operations, e.g., in the common-used
coherence pathway selection method in NMR spectroscopy.
Practically the channel can be realized as such, we perform in
total K experiments, for the k-th of which we apply the uni-
tary operation Uk, and finally add these transformed states;
see Fig. 2. There has been established the result that the
following two statements are equivalent (Ref. [43], Theo-
rem 3.6): (i) There exists a mixed unitary channel Eˆ such that
Eˆ(ρ) = σ; (ii) the vector of eigenvalues of σ is majorized by
that of ρ. This means that mixed unitary channels can not ex-
tend reachability. The conclusion can also be readily seen as
such, since each of the experiments is limited by the univer-
sal bound on spin dynamics, their weighted average for sure
can not exceed this bound. Therefore, for those mixed uni-
tary channels that can realize the state transfer Eˆ(ρ) = ησ, the
transfer efficiency η is bounded by Eq. (3). Nonetheless, it
is to be noted that unlike Eq. (2), here no residual operator
appears and the state transfer is exact.
We can further establish a strategy of optimal experimental
design for state transfer under mixed unitary channels, which
achieves best transfer efficiency and meanwhile minimizes the
number of unitary experiments required. More precisely, we
hope to find a minimal set of unitaries U1, ..., UK to optimize
min
K
max
U1,...,UK
η,
such that
K∑
k=1
µkUkρU
†
k = ησ. (5)
It is evident that this problem can be reduced to the case when
ρ and σ are both diagonal. For such a reduced case, we now
O
ηmaxσ
FIG. 3. Geometric illustration of how to determine a minimal set of
unitaries to prepare a target operator σ with optimal efficiency.
4show that the solution is provided by a set of diagonal per-
mutation operations. Let R denote the set {ησ : η ≥ 0}, it is
a ray starting from the center 1/N . As the vector of diago-
nal elements of the operators that are accessible from ρ un-
der mixed unitary channels is bounded by the permutohedron
PN (λρ), so the intersection point between R and PN (λρ)
is ηmaxσ. This point lies on a certain face of PN (λρ), and
suppose the vertices of that face are {Psiλρ : si ∈ S}, with
S ⊂ {1, ..., N !} being an index set. Now it is easy to see that,
the minimal number of unitaries for preparing ηmaxσ equals
to rank(ηmaxσ, Ps1λ
ρ, Ps2λ
ρ, ...), and one can set up a sys-
tem of linear equations to solve out the necessary permutation
operations and the corresponding weights. This procedure is
geometrically illustrated with an example in Fig. 3. It is to be
noted that, Eq. (5) has many optimal solutions. In practice, to
choose a mixed unitary channel from the optimal ones, need-
less to say, we prefer those diagonal permutation operations
that are easier to implement in experiment.
C. Markovian channel under coherent control
In open quantum system engineering, Markovian channels
are often employed to directly describe the underlying noisy
physical processes governing the evolution. They are fre-
quently used to model realistic experimental set-ups, espe-
cially in NMR systems under relaxation, quantum optics, and
condensed-matter physics, where external noises must invari-
ably be accounted for. If the correlation time of the environ-
mental noises is much faster than that of the system, then to
a good approximation the underlying physical processes are
forgetful. This is the Markovian assumption. Mathematically,
a Markovian master equation generates a one-parameter (time
t) semi-group of CPTP (completely positive and trace preserv-
ing) maps. Under the Markovian assumption, the system evo-
lution under the joint action of coherent control and noise per-
turbation can be described by the Lindblad equation [44, 45]
ρ˙ = Lˆρ = −i [HS +HC(t), ρ] + Rˆρ, (6)
where we have set the Planck constant ~ to be 1,HS is the sys-
tem Hamiltonian, HC(t) is the time-dependent external con-
trol Hamiltonian, and Rˆ is a superoperator of Lindblad type
Rˆρ = ∑α γα(2LαρL†α − L†αLαρ− ρL†αLα) with Lα being
Lindblad operators representing non-unitary effects.
The Lindblad equation leads to a dynamical map Eˆ which
steers an initial state ρ(0) to another state ρ(t) at time t. Be-
cause Eˆ is non-unitary, it is possible to make an exact state
transfer Eˆ : ρ → ησ, where σ is the target operator. Ap-
parently, the bound for η depends on the properties of Rˆ.
Since decoherence is one of the main obstacles in develop-
ing quantum information technology, estimating the impact of
decoherence on state transfer efficiency is hence of great im-
portance to evaluate the realistic performance. Unfortunately,
seeking the limit for reachability that is applicable for a gen-
eral open Markovian quantum system driven by decoherence
process and coherent controls remains an unsolved problem.
Only partial results exist. For example, the reachable set on
the states of a single qubit under dissipation has been estab-
lished in Refs. [46, 47]. Also, enormous efforts have been
made to generalize these results to higher dimensional sys-
tems [15, 18, 48–51].
Markovian channel under coherent control is interesting for
the following reasons. First, a controlled relaxing system
leads to a strictly contractive quantum channel, meaning that
for any fixed pair of initial states, their distance is a strictly de-
creasing function of time [52]. Therefore, it is possible to de-
velop periodic control schemes which promise the capability
of driving the system asymptotically to some periodic steady
state. Such a property ensures that the target state can be peri-
odically retained. The other reason, somehow surprisingly, is
that open system control may exhibit advantages in some cir-
cumstances, e.g., in heat-bath algorithmic cooling protocol,
higher purification efficiency can be achieved by utilizing re-
laxation [53]. Therefore, it is worth studying the conditions on
which Markovian channels could offer enhancement of state
transfer efficiency beyond the universal bound on spin dynam-
ics. In our subsequent experimental part, we will demonstrate
these merits with concrete examples.
III. NMR BASED CONTROL MODELS
For a given physical system, recognizing the available con-
trol means and establishing proper control models are crucial
for developing practical control methods. A control model in-
volves three necessary ingredients: system dynamics, admis-
sible controls and control performance. This section gives a
brief description of the relevant control models that are useful
in liquid NMR experiments.
Coherent control. There have been developed substan-
tial control techniques in NMR spin systems; for a survey,
see Ref. [11]. The most frequently used control technique
in NMR spectroscopy is to excite the nuclear spins with
radio-frequency (RF) pulses. Let the natural Hamiltonian de-
scribing the coupled spins be denoted by HS , let the time-
dependent control Hamiltonian representing RF fields be de-
noted by HC(t), then the system state evolves according to
the Liouville-von-Neumann equation
ρ˙(t) = −i[HS +HC(t), ρ(t)]. (7)
This is a closed quantum system control model, where RF
excitation is coherent and enables universal control.
Gradient field control. Incoherent controls are often imple-
mented by applying gradient fields, which exploit the different
sensitivity of coherence orders to magnetic field inhomogene-
ity. Pulsed magnetic field gradients are mainly used for de-
structing the transverse magnetization of the sample, for on
occasions only longitudinal magnetization is desired at some
step of the evolution pathway. Here, the longitudinal direc-
tion, denoted as the zˆ axis, is along the large static magnetic
field B0. A gradient field along zˆ can introduce a dephasing
for the coherences associated with different spatial locations
along the sample.
Consider the most simple case that, a constant inhomo-
geneous field B′(z) = gz in zˆ direction is applied, where
5B0 + gz
B0
0
B
z
GRADIENT FIELD
FIG. 4. Illustration of the non-unitary evolution under gradient
field control. Because the dephasing is proportional to the gradient
strength, the coherences vary from 0 to 2pi along the sample.
z ∈ [−L,L] with 2L being the length of the sample re-
gion, and g is the field gradient, so that the total field is
B(z) = B0zˆ + B
′(z)zˆ. The system Hamiltonian is then
Hz = γ(B0+ gz)σz/2, here γ is the gyromagnetic ratio. Un-
der this Hamiltonian, the ν-th coherence terms σν will evolve
into
σp(t) = exp(−iHzt)σν(0) exp(iHzt)
= exp[−iνγ(B0 + gz)t]σν(0).
Taking the ensemble average of the above expression with re-
spect to z, there is
〈σν(t)〉 =
∫
z
Uz(t)σν(0)U
†
z (t)dz = σν(0)δν,0. (8)
Therefore, except for zero-th order quantum coherences, all
other non-diagonal elements of the density matrix will be
eliminated. In other words, one can regard the macroscopic
sample as being constituted by a set of sub-ensembles each
one represented by a density matrix with the same distribution
of populations, but with off-diagonal elements out of phase.
Averaging over these sub-ensemble is then equivalent to that
the system undergoes a mixed unitary channel.
Phase cycling. An alternative to gradient field control that
can be used in many instances to discriminate against particu-
lar coherence pathways is phase cycling. In many pulse NMR
techniques, some sort of phase cycling procedure serves as
an integral part of the experiment, e.g., NOESY [54]. Phase
cycling can be used for the reduction or even elimination of
unwanted signal components, giving rise to signal distortions.
It is a method that lies at the very heart of almost every NMR
experiment, especially playing a critical role in 2D NMR.
Phase cycling refers to the repetition of a pulse sequence a
number of times, with varying the phases of the RF pulses, the
receiver, and digitizer in a predetermined pattern. With judi-
ciously changing the phases from experiment to experiment,
the final signals are averaged such that the desired component
is retained while undesired routes are rejected. To illustrate
the idea, consider a simple phase cycling scheme aiming to
select wanted coherences. In the kth experiment, we apply a
collective rotation of the spins with angle θk about the zˆ axis,
then in the final averaged signal, any ν coherence term σν will
be turned into
σν → σν
∑
k
e−iνθk . (9)
Through a special design of the phases θk, the desired co-
herence terms can be enhanced, while the undesired ones are
canceled by intendedly setting
∑
k e
−iνθk = 0, when adding
up the signals. Generally, phase cycling schemes can be rather
complex. It is easy to see that the influence of a phase cycling
to quantum states can be directly represented as a mixed uni-
tary channel. Therefore, the phase cycling technique can not
exceed the universal bound on spin dynamics.
Control of relaxation process. In NMR, relaxation is always
present, and affects the system’s state in an irreversible way.
The formalism of liquid NMR relaxation theory has been well
developed. We refer the reader to standard textbooks such
as Refs. [54, 55] for theoretical details. Under appropriate
assumptions, the relaxation dynamics of a liquid-state NMR
spin system can be described by the Lindblad equation (6).
A detailed analysis of the state transfer problem under coher-
ently controlled relaxation equation was given in Ref. [18],
where it was found that when relaxation is properly utilized,
it is possible to surpass the universal bound on spin dynamics.
Whether or not this possibility can happen is dependent on the
relaxation parameters in the evolution equation.
IV. APPLICATIONS TO PPS PREPARATION
In this section, we investigate the application of quantum
control models to state engineering tasks in liquid-state NMR
quantum information processing. Specifically, we focus on
the problem of pseudopure state (PPS) preparation [38–40].
Pseudopure states are used as the initial states for quantum
computing. From these states, one can prepare other quantum
states such as Bell states via quantum circuits.
A. PPS preparation problem
One important motivation of studying the PPS preparation
problem is that, the low polarization of NMR spin ensemble
at room temperature makes it rather difficult to get a genuine
pure state. Therefore, PPS was introduced as a substitute. It
offers a faithful representation for the transformations of pure
states. Especially, it turns out that the concept of PPS is suit-
able for benchmark experiments.
We consider creating pseudopure states on a spin system
with weakly coupled n spin-1/2 nuclei. We want to prepare
the following form of mixed state
ρpps = (1− η)I
⊗n
2n
+ η
∣∣0⊗n〉 〈0⊗n∣∣ , (10)
where I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix, and η is referred to as
the effective purity of the state. Let X,Y, Z denote the three
6Pauli operators σx, σy, σz respectively, then PPS can also be
written as
ρpps =
I⊗n
2n
+
η
2n
(Z1 + . . .+ Zn + Z1Z2 + . . .+
ZnZ1 + . . .+ Z1Z2 · · ·Zn). (11)
Effective purity is an important parameter since it determines
the intensity of the observed signals. NMR suffers from inher-
ently low sensitivity, and it is desirable to improve the spectral
signal-to-noise ratio as much as possible.
The initialization process usually starts with the system’s
thermal equilibrium state ρeq , which satisfies the Boltzmann
distribution and takes the following form if high temperature
approximation is used
ρeq − I
⊗n
2n
∝ 
n∑
i=1
γiZi, (12)
where γi is the gyromagnetic ratio of the i-th nucleus and the
factor  ' 10−5 is related to the thermal polarization of the
system. The polarization is actually rather low, which is re-
sponsible for the difficulty of producing pure states.
The PPS task, i.e., ρeq → ρpps, can not be done merely
with unitary operations, as ρeq and ρpps have different spectra.
Methods of PPS preparation often involve different ways of
realizing non-unitary operations [56–58], such as exertion of
gradient fields, phase cycling or even relaxation channels. To
simplify the discussion of the PPS preparation problem, we
use a heteronuclear system (1H and 13C) as an example. In
spite of this, note that in principle the approaches presented in
the following can be generalized to any number of qubits. The
diagonal part of the state of our two-spin system can always
be decomposed as II/4+x1Z1+x2Z2+x3Z1Z2, which we
denote as a vector (x1, x2, x3). For example, let  denote the
polarization magnitude of the 13C spin, then the equilibrium
state ρeq is written as (, 4, 0). The diagonal permutations of
ρeq are all shown in Fig. 5. In the language of polarization
transfer, our task amounts to the conversion between the op-
erators ρ = (Z1 + 4Z2) and σ = −II/4 + |00〉 〈00|. As
discussed in Sec. II, the universal bound on spin dynamics
suggests that the highest unitary transfer efficiency achievable
is
ηmax =
λρ↓ · λσ↓
λσ↓ · λσ↓
=
20
3
, (13)
no matter we use techniques of gradient fields or phase cy-
cling or both. The unitary bound or mixed-unitary bound is
geometrically illustrated in Fig. 5.
B. Methods for PPS preparation
Here we present some examples of methods for PPS prepa-
ration, with major concern on their transfer efficiencies. In the
following, method (1) is an average of multiple unitary con-
trol experiments; methods (2) spatial averaging method, (3)
line selective method, and (4) controlled-transfer gate method
all utilize gradient fields to realize necessary non-unitary con-
trols. They can achieve transfer efficiency at most ηmax in Eq.
(13). We also describe two novel PPS preparation methods
(4) and (5), which take the relaxation effects as the required
non-unitary resource and remarkably, both allow to surpass
the limit ηmax. We use a concrete two-spin system as a simple
application example to show the transfer efficiencies for these
preparation methods. The system is 13C-labeled chloroform
13CHCl3, which consists of a carbon spin and a proton spin.
We use J to denote the coupling between the two spins.
(1) Time averaging (TA) method. This method [40] simply
involves averaging over three unitary experiments, i.e.,
ρeq → Z1 + 4Z2
ρeq → Z2 + 4Z1Z2
ρeq → 4Z1 + Z1Z2
→ ρpps = 53(Z1 + Z2 + Z1Z2).
From Fig. 5, we know that at least three unitary experiments
are needed to get PPS, and there actually exist many choices
for these unitaries to achieve the optimal bound 6.67.
(2) Spatial averaging (SA) method. SA [38] exploits a
series of RF pulses sequentially and repeated field gradient
pulses, equalizing gradually the populations of all energy lev-
els except one.
For the CH-two-spin system, we apply the pulse se-
quence [RC,Hx (90
◦) − 1/(4J) − RC,Hy (90◦) − 1/(4J) −
RC,H−x (90
◦) − Gz −RC,Hx (45◦) − 1/(2J) − RC,H−y (30◦) − Gz],
where RC,H±x(±y)(θ) denotes a hard pulse rotating the
1H and
13C nuclei about ±x(±y) axis with θ degree and Gz denotes
a gradient pulse along zˆ direction to eliminate off-diagonal el-
ements of the state. This transforms the operator ZI + 4IZ
to 5
√
3/
√
2(−II/4 + |00〉 〈00|). Therefore, the transfer effi-
ciency is η = 5
√
3/
√
2 ≈ 6.12. SA does not achieve the
universal bound on spin dynamics, since there involves in a
number of gradient pulses, each one causing polarization lost
and hence reducing the final spectral signal.
(3) Line selective (LS) method. In this method, one first
coherently drive the system from ρeq to a state satisfying that
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FIG. 5. The permutohedron constructed by taking the convex hull of
all 4-vectors from the 4! = 24 diagonal permutations of ρeq.
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FIG. 6. The pulse sequence for two-qubit PPS preparation with
controlled-transfer gate.
the diagonal population distribution of which takes the same
form as that of ρpps, and then applies a gradient pulse to re-
move the off-diagonal elements while keeping the diagonal el-
ements unchanged. Line-selective pulses are designed to im-
plement the wanted population flips between the target energy
levels. By leaving the ground state untouched and averaging
the other states, LS method can acquire the general bound of
spin dynamics [59–61].
Generally, the LS method requires to find a set of parame-
ters {xα}α=1,...,2n−1 , so that the following unitary operator
Ud = e
−i∑α xαI(α+1,α+2)x , where I(α+1,α+2)x is the single
quantum transition operator between levels α + 1 and α + 2,
can fulfill the equation
diag
[
Ud
(
ρeq − I
⊗n
2n
)
U†d
]
= ηmax × diag
[
−I
⊗n
2n
+
∣∣0⊗n〉 〈0⊗n∣∣] .
For example, in the C,H-two-spin system, the operator
Ud = exp
{
−i
(
x1I
(2,3)
x + x2I
(3,4)
x
)}
,
with x1 = 31.78◦ and x2 = 46.50◦, can be used to create
PPS with the highest unitary transfer efficiency η ≈ 6.67.
Here I(2,3)x = IX − ZX and I(3,4)x = XI − XZ are quan-
tum transition operators related to the transitions |10〉 ↔ |11〉
and |01〉 ↔ |11〉, respectively. For more complex systems,
the parameters {xα} can be obtained by numerical searching
algorithms.
(4) Controlled-transfer gate (CTG) method. Similar to
the LS method, the CTG method allows maximal unitary
transfer efficiency also via the idea of averaging the popula-
tions of states other than the ground state. It utilizes the so
called controlled-transfer gate, which includes two controlled-
rotation gates and one gradient field, to realize the redistribu-
tion process (Fig. 6) [62]. The controlled-rotation axes are
in the xy plane and the effectiveness of the method does not
depend on the specific choice of the axes. Rotation angles
should be specially designed according to the initial popula-
tions of the state. Set rotation angles as pi/2 and repeat the
CTGs several times with long enough intervals, the state can
be asymptotically driven toward a PPS whatever the initial
state is. For the C,H-two-spin system, one CTG is enough
to achieve PPS transfer efficiency η ≈ 6.67 from the thermal
equilibrium state by choosing θ1 = 99.59◦ and θ2 = 90◦.
(5) Periodic control (PC) method. In Ref. [18] it was shown
that a simple periodic sequence described by [V − τ ]m is ca-
pable of preparing PPS, where V is a unitary operation, τ rep-
resents free relaxation, and m means the number of times that
the sequence is repeated. Under this sequence, the total evolu-
tion superoperator is Eˆ = (EˆV Eˆτ )m. Our goal is to construct
such a sequence so that the desired state ρpps is the correspond-
ing fixed point: Eˆρpps = ρpps.
During the free evolution periods, the NMR system is under
both longitudinal and transverse relaxation, with their respec-
tive characteristic time denoted by T1 and T2. The longitu-
dinal relaxation tends to steer the diagonal terms of the state
to the equilibrium distribution, and the transverse relaxation
destructs all non-diagonal terms. It is straightforward to con-
ceive a cyclic permutation process of the diagonal terms to
realize PPS preparation. For example, V can be chosen to be
V =

1
1
1
. . .
1
 .
It is easy to see that V is to perform a permutation of the di-
agonal elements except the first element ρ11, and it satisfies
V (2
n−1) = identity. If no relaxation is involved, the permu-
tation operation does nothing but changing the order of the
diagonal elements. However, if there are relaxation processes,
relaxation would slowly and continuously change the diago-
nal elements (except ρ11) until all of them are equal. In other
words, PPS is a fixed point of V and becomes achievable due
to the non-unitary modulation by relaxation. Note that, unlike
in LS method and CTG method, the introducing of a longi-
tudinal relaxation process may increase ρ11, while coherent
controls can not. Therefore, PC method provides us a route to
surpass the highest transfer efficiency in previous methods.
For the C,H-two-spin system, V can be easily decomposed
into elementary gates as [RHy (90
◦) − 1/(2J) − RHx(90◦) −
RCy (90
◦)− 1/(2J)−RCx(90◦)].
(6) Line selective saturation (LSS) method. It is a common
NMR technique to average two energy populations by contin-
uously exposing them to a resonant RF wave. As an exten-
sion of this technique, here we put forward a new approach to
prepare PPS via saturating the involved energy populations.
A shaped RF wave is tailored to simultaneously excite en-
ergy level inversions between any two energy states exclud-
ing the ground state. In the case that NMR spectral lines can
be well resolved, low power square waves of long durations
can accomplish this task. The irradiation should keep on un-
til the saturation condition is achieved. The time scale of this
process is often tens of seconds, longer than the longitudi-
nal relaxation time T1. During the irradiation, the generated
off-diagonal terms are gradually eliminated by transverse re-
laxation. Similarly with the PC method, the longitudinal re-
laxation may lead to a growth of ground state population ρ11
due to cross-relaxation. This makes it possible to surpass the
bound of the unitary transfer efficiency.
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FIG. 7. Experimental demonstration of pseudopure states prepared using previous approaches and our new approaches. From left to right,
(a-g) are spectra obtained by applying readout pulses to the thermal equilibrium state (a), PPS prepared by spatial averaging method (b), by line
selective method (c), by controlled-transfer gate method (d), by periodic control (e), and by line selective saturation method (f), respectively.
The small signal visible at the center of the 1H spectrum arises from an impurity (unlabeled formate). All spectra are plotted on the same
vertical scale.
C. Experimental results
Our experiments were carried out on a Bruker AVANCE
spectrometer with a nominal 1H frequency of 600 MHz at
room temperature. The experimental system is the two-qubit
heteronuclear spin system (1H and 13C) provided by 13C en-
riched chloroform (CHCl3) dissolved in deuterated acetone.
13C nucleus is labeled as qubit 1 and 1H nucleus is labeled as
qubit 2. Both nuclear spins were placed on resonance in their
respective rotating frames, so the effective system Hamilto-
nian contains only a scalar coupling term HS = piJZ1Z2/2
with J = 214.5 Hz.
We have realized PPS preparation from the aforementioned
different methods. The creation of PPS requires both coher-
ent and incoherent controls. Incoherent controls were imple-
mented either by applying gradient field pulses of 1 ms dura-
tion or via free relaxation evolution. For the SA method, we
only need hard pulse rotations as well as free evolution in be-
tween. For the LS method and CTG method, we engineered
the required unitary operations as shaped pulses which are op-
timized by the gradient ascent pulse engineering (GRAPE)
algorithm [63]. The shaped pulses were functionalized to
equalize the populations of all energy levels except the first
one, namely to leave the ground state untouched. For the PC
method, the period τ of free relaxation evolution of each cy-
cle was set to 300 ms. Then PPS was reached after m = 60
loops. For the LSS method, the line selective saturation opera-
tion was realized by two low power rectangular pulses, whose
frequencies are set to be resonant with the energy level tran-
sitions |10〉 ↔ |11〉 and |01〉 ↔ |11〉, respectively. One can
Method SA LS CTG PC LSS
Transfer efficiency 5.60 6.21 6.60 6.83 6.88
TABLE I. Experimental comparison of transfer efficiencies among
different PPS approaches.
also choose to use pulse shapes other than a rectangle one,
such as a selective soft Gaussian shape. The two excitation
pulses were simultaneously applied, one to the 13C channel
and the other to the 1H channel. After continuous irradiation
over 3 seconds, the populations of the three energy eigenlevels
|10〉, |01〉, and |11〉 were averaged, and then we got a PPS.
Figure 7 shows the experimental NMR spectra and Tab. I
shows the comparison between the experimental transfer effi-
ciencies achieved from different PPS approaches. One can
see that relaxation assisted methods can outperform mixed
unitary channels. The deviations between theoretical expec-
tations and experimental results mainly arise from the imper-
fections of RF pulses.
V. APPLICATION TO LABELLED-PPS PREPARATION
A. Labelled-PPS
Since that in many circumstances PPS is still challenging
to prepare, one uses labelled-PPS as a substitute, which takes
the form:
ρlpps = Z ⊗ |0〉〈0|⊗(n−1). (14)
Thus in an n-qubit labelled-PPS, there are n− 1 qubits being
initialized at |0〉〈0|. Preparing labelled PPS can be less re-
source demanding than preparing PPS. Indeed, this has been
experimentally realized in a 3-qubit system [56] and later even
in a 12-qubit system [64].
9B. Conventional method
The standard method for preparing labelled-PPS employs
phase cycling. The process can be summarized as follows
ρeq → ρ0 = ZI⊗(n−1)
→ ρad = X⊗n
→ ρmc = 1
2n
(X + iY )⊗n +
1
2n
(X − iY )⊗n
→ ρlpps = Z ⊗ |0〉〈0|⊗(n−1). (15)
The first step can be done through gradient fields. The inter-
mediate state ρad is composed of all anti-diagonal terms. So
the coherence orders contained in ρad are −n,−n+ 2, . . . , n.
The maximal coherence state ρmc is the deviation density
matrix for the cat state, i.e., the n-coherence |0⊗n〉〈1⊗n| +
|1⊗n〉〈0⊗n|. In the final step, the maximal coherence is turned
to the labelled-PPS ρlpps via a decoding procedure.
The key step of the above method is to make the transform
from ρad to ρmc. To accomplish this task, phase cycling is
adopted to eliminate all the coherences whose order not equal
to n or −n. Concretely, we perform K experiments, where in
the kth experiment, we rotate each qubit by a phase θk about
the z-axis, that is, we apply the following operation
Uk = exp(−iθk
n∑
j=1
Zj/2).
Let σν denote a ν-coherence (−n ≤ ν ≤ n), it acquires a
phase νθk under Uk. The imposed phases thus label different
orders of coherences. We discriminate two different cases.
(1) If n is odd, implying that no zero-coherence exists in
ρad, then we set K = n and θk = 2pik/n. We average the
results of the K experiments. One can check that, for a ν-
coherence σν , there is
σν → 1
K
K∑
k=1
e−iνθkσν =
{
σν , if ν = ±n;
0, otherwise.
(2) if n is even, implying that there exist zero-coherences in
ρad, then we set K = 2n and θk = 2pik/(2n). The results of
the K experiments are treated as such, the kth experimental
result is added when k is even and subtracted when k is odd
σν → 1
K
K∑
k=1
(−1)ke−iνθkσν =
{
σν , if ν = ±n;
0, otherwise.
Therefore, for these two cases, the above designed phase
cycling preserves exclusively the maximal order coherences.
The final signal can only originate from the n-coherences in
ρad. To summarize, the number of experiments need to be
performed in this labelled-PPS preparation method is n when
n is odd, and is 2n when n is even.
C. Our optimal strategy
Here, we show that, actually just two experiments suffice to
get the labelled-PPS. This is based on optimal experimental
design under mixed unitary channels, which has been devel-
oped in Sec. II B. One optimal solution is given as below
1
2
(
ZI⊗(n−1) + U · ZI⊗(n−1) · U†
)
= Z ⊗ |0〉〈0|⊗(n−1),
where
U =
 1 1. . .
1
 .
So in the first experiment, we apply an identity operation, i.e.,
do nothing. In the second experiment, we apply the above
operation U . Then we get labelled-PPS of optimal transfer
efficiency. There exist substantially many optimal preparation
strategies, which are essentially equivalent due to symmetry.
D. Experimental results
We carried out labelled-PPS preparation on a three-qubit
system. The system is provided by a 13C-labeled alanine dis-
solved in deuterated acetone. The sample consists of three
13C nuclei, which are labelled as C1 (qubit 1), C2 (qubit 2)
and C3 (qubit 3), respectively. Figure 8(a) gives the thermal
equilibrium spectrum of the sample. The mutual couplings
between the spins are J12 = 53.97 Hz, J23 = 34.9 Hz and
J13 = −1.31 Hz. Observation is made on C2 because all the
couplings are adequately resolved.
Conventional method. We start from the state Z2, which
can be readily obtained by first rotating the polarizations of
C1 and C3 into the transverse plane, and then applying a gra-
dient pulse. Then, the gate sequence [R2y(90
◦)−e−ipiZ1Z2/4−
R1y(90
◦) − e−ipiZ1Z3/4 − R3y(90◦)] can be used to make the
transform Z2 → Y1Y2X3. However, it is hard to find a sim-
ple pulse sequence to implement the operation e−ipiZ1Z3/4
within a duration much shorter than the transverse relax-
ation time, since the coupling J13 is so weak. Therefore
the gate sequence is integrated into a shaped pulse of 40 ms
in the experiment, which is optimized by using the GRAPE
technique. Next, we encode phases to the different coher-
ences contained in Y1Y2X3. As we have described previ-
ously, since the state Y1Y2X3 contains just one-coherences
and three-coherences, so three experiments are needed for the
phase cycling procedure. The rotation angles of the three ex-
periments are set to 0◦, 120◦ and 240◦ respectively. After
the encoding, another GRAPE pulse of 40 ms, correspond-
ing to the sequence [R3−y(90
◦) − e−ipiZ1Z3/4 − R1−y(90◦) −
e−ipiZ1Z2/4 − R1,3x (90◦)], was applied to decode the selected
three-coherence into labelled-PPS, i.e., the state |0〉〈0| ⊗X ⊗
|0〉〈0|.
Our method. The labelled-PPS can be prepared by a mixed
unitary channel consisting of two unitary operations. We use
the optimal strategy given in Sec. V C. Each operation is re-
alized by a GRAPE pulse of 40 ms. The experimental result
is shown in Fig. 8, which confirms the validity of our optimal
strategy for labelled-PPS preparation.
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FIG. 8. Experimental results of labelled-PPS preparation using conventional phase cycling method and our optimal strategy. (a) Full NMR
equilibrium spectrum. where the chemical shifts (in Hz) of C1, C2 and C3 nuclei are marked. (b,c) C2 NMR spectra for labelled-PPS obtained
by the phase cycling method (b) and by our optimal strategy (c). The middle three spectra in (b) and two spectra in (c) are obtained from
implementing each unitary operation of the mixed unitary channel described in the main text. The bottom spectra in (b) and (c) are thermal
equilibrium spectra of C2 nucleus, and the top ones are the spectra of labelled-PPS, which are obtained by averaging the middle spectra.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
Quantum state transfer represents one of the most funda-
mental problems in quantum engineering [1, 2] and has a wide
range of applications [65–69]. Very often, it is important to
ask what transfer efficiency can be achieved via available con-
trol means. In this work, we have examined this problem in
detail. We show that the bound of unitarily convertible re-
gion, namely the optimal bound on spin dynamics, can not be
extended through introducing mixed unitary channels, which
are defined as probabilistic or weighted average of a set of
unitary control experiments. Moreover, having prior knowl-
edge of the optimal bound under mixed unitary channels, a
minimal set of unitaries can be constructed to achieve the best
transfer efficiency. This gives optimal experimental design
strategy. We explore the application of state transfer bound
theories to realistic state engineering tasks in liquid NMR sys-
tems. Specifically, both theoretical and experimental investi-
gations are conducted on the PPS preparation problem. We
show that larger transfer efficiency can be achieved, with the
aid of relaxation effects, which are usually considered as play-
ing negative roles in quantum system control.
Applying the optimal strategy of designing mixed unitary
channels to NMR spectroscopy is a subject worthy of study.
Some NMR techniques, such as COSY and INADEQUATE
experiments [54], whose cores are phase cycling, may gain
improvements of experimental efficiency if optimal strategy
can be constructed. As to the theoretical aspect, our present
study can be regarded as a step in exploring the bound of
state transfer under general quantum channels. Future work
will consider the extension of the theory to other non-unitary
control models, such as quantum measurement [70], reser-
voir engineering [16, 71] and hybrid quantum-classical con-
trol [24, 72], which have already attracted great interests in
recent quantum information processing experiments.
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